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Deep VLA Images of the HH 124 IRS Radio Cluster and its
Surroundings and a New Determination of the Distance to NGC
2264
Sergio Dzib1,2, Laurent Loinard1, Luis F. Rodr´ıguez1,3 and Phillip Galli4
ABSTRACT
We present new deep (σ ∼ 6 µJy) radio images of the HH 124 IRS Radio Cluster at 4.8
and 7.5 GHz. We detect a total of 50 radio sources, most of them compact. Variability and
spectral indices were analyzed in order to determine the nature of the sources and of their radio
emission. A proper motion study was also performed for several of these radio sources using radio
observation previously reported. Our analysis shows that 11 radio sources can be related with
Galactic objects, most of them probably young stars. Interestingly, eight of these sources are in
an area less than 1 square arcminute in size. The importance of such compact clusters resides in
that all its members can be observed in a single pointing with most telescopes, and are, therefore,
ideal for multi-wavelength studies of variability. Another 4 of the detected sources are clearly
extragalactic. Finally, we propose from statistical arguments that from the remaining sources,
about 10 are Galactic, but our study does not allow us to identify which of the sources fall in that
specific category. The relatively large proper motions observed for the sources in HH 124 IRS
suggest that this region is located at about 400 pc from the Sun. This is significantly smaller
than the ∼800–900 pc distance usually assigned to the nearby open cluster NGC 2264 with
which HH 124 is thought to be associated. However, a reanalysis of the Hipparcos parallaxes for
members of NGC 2264, a convergent point approach, and a kinematic analysis all argue in favor
of a distance of order 400 pc for NGC 2264 as well.
Subject headings: ISM: individual (HH 124 IRS) — radio continuum: stars — radiation mechanisms:
non–thermal — radiation mechanisms: thermal — astrometry — techniques: interferometric
1. Introduction
Star forming regions often present large extinc-
tions of AV ∼100 and higher. Thus, some young
stellar objects (YSOs) are still hidden in their
parental clouds and cannot be detected at optical
or even near infrared wavelengths. The level of
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extinction diminishes for longer wavelengths, be-
ing essentially zero in the radio band. Fortunately,
around 10-20% of the YSOs detected in X-ray and
infrared studies are radio continuum emitters (e.g.
Andre´ 1996, Dzib et al. 2013). This radio emission
can have a thermal (free-free) origin, tracing par-
tially ionized circumstellar material usually asso-
ciated with outflowing material (Rodr´ıguez 1997).
Alternatively, it can be of non-thermal (gyrosyn-
chrotron) origin, produced in the magnetically-
active coronae of some young stars (e.g. Andre´ et
al. 1992). These two types of radiations can be
differentiated through their observational charac-
teristics (see Dzib et al. 2013 for a recent discus-
sion). Thermal free-free radiation is usually steady
or only slowly variable (with timescales of years,
e.g. Rodr´ıguez 1994 and Rodr´ıguez et al. 2012),
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with a spectral index & −0.1, and with no po-
larization. In contrast, gyrosynchrotron radiation
can show variation on timescales of hours to days
and spectral indices ranging between very nega-
tive values in the optically thin case and +2.5 in
the optically thick limit. It can also show signifi-
cant levels of circular polarization (e.g. Go´mez et
al. 2008).
During a program of studies of compact radio
emission from regions of star formation, Reipurth
et al. (2002) detected a remarkable compact (∼
30′′) cluster of six radio objects associated with
the HH 124 IRS region. Their flux densities were
around 0.1 mJy on the average. All six sources
(named VLA 1, 2, 7, 8, 9, and 10 by Reipurth
et al.) appear to be variable on a timescale of
days, showing excursions of several times 0.01 mJy
from one day to the next. However, since the rms
noise of the observations of Reipurth et al. (2002)
for a given day were of order 0.01 to 0.02 mJy,
comparable with the apparent variations, new ob-
servations of very high sensitivity were needed to
test the reality of the variations. According to
Reipurth et al. (2002), in the area where the six
sources were found, less than one extragalactic
source was expected given the level of sensitiv-
ity reached. Finally, since three of these radio
sources have near-IR (2MASS) or optical coun-
terparts, they were considered most likely young
stellar objects (YSOs).
Here we report new, high sensitivity radio ob-
servations, performed with the Karl G. Jansky
Very Large Array (VLA), of the HH 124 IRS re-
gion. Our main objective was to test the reality of
the variations in the emission of the components of
the compact radio cluster and to determine the na-
ture of their emission. Also, an astrometric study
was performed by combining our observations with
those of Reipurth et al. (2002), in order to search
for proper motions of the sources in the cluster.
2. Observations
The observations were made with the VLA of
the NRAO1 at C band (4 – 8 GHz) in the B con-
figuration. The observations were split in two sub-
bands, each with a bandwidth of 1 GHz, centered
1The National Radio Astronomy Observatory is operated by
Associated Universities Inc. under cooperative agreement
with the National Science Foundation.
at 4.8 and 7.5 GHz. A total of four epochs were
obtained. The first epoch was on 2012 June 9, and
the remaining three were on three consecutive days
from 2012 August 8 to 10.
At the beginning of each observation, we ob-
served the standard flux calibrator 3C 138 for ∼10
minutes. Then we spent one minute on the phase
calibrator J0632+1022 followed by nine minutes
on the target; this cycle was repeated until the
two hours of observation at each epoch were com-
pleted. The angular distance between the phase
calibrator and the target is 2.54 degrees. The tar-
get phase center is RA = 06h41m02s. 841 and Dec.
= +10◦14′58′′. 32, it was chosen to be the center
of the compact cluster reported by Reipurth et al.
(2002).
The data were edited, calibrated and imaged
in the standard fashion using the Common As-
tronomy Software Applications package (CASA2).
After the calibration, the visibilities were imaged
with a pixel size of 0.14 and 0.20 arcsecond, for
the 7.5 and 4.8 GHz sub-bands, respectively. The
weighting scheme used was intermediate between
natural and uniform (WEIGHTING=’briggs’ with
ROBUST=0.0 in CASA). The minimum level of
the primary beam used was at a response of 20%.
The final images covered circular areas of 10 and
16 arcminutes in diameter, for the 7.5 and 4.8 GHz
sub-bands, respectively, and were corrected for the
effects of the position-dependent primary beam re-
sponse. The rms noise levels in the central part of
the final images at each epoch were around 5.5
and 6.0 µJy beam−1, in the 7.5 and 4.8 GHz sub-
bands, respectively. To obtain deeper images, we
concatenated the four epochs, and then imaged
the visibilities using the same scheme described
above. The rms noise levels in the central part of
these final images were 2.8 and 3.2 µJy beam−1,
for the 7.5 and 4.8 GHz sub-bands, respectively.
The synthesised beams at 7.5 GHz sub-band are
(0′′. 72× 0′′. 66; +26◦), (0′′. 79× 0′′. 71; +111◦), (0′′. 74
× 0′′. 70; +131◦), and (0′′. 79 × 0′′. 69; +122◦) from
the first to the last epoch, respectively. In the
2CASA is developed by an international consortium of sci-
entists based at the National Radio Astronomical Ob-
servatory (NRAO), the European Southern Observatory
(ESO), the National Astronomical Observatory of Japan
(NAOJ), the CSIRO Australia Telescope National Facility
(CSIRO/ATNF), and the Netherlands Institute for Radio
Astronomy (ASTRON) under the guidance of NRAO.
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same way for the 4.8 GHz sub-bands are (1′′. 14
× 1′′. 01; +17◦), (1′′. 19 × 1′′. 07; +123◦), (1′′. 13 ×
1′′. 05; +141◦), and (1′′. 21 × 1′′. 05; +129◦). For
the images with the four concatenated epochs, the
synthesised beams are (0′′. 73 × 0′′. 69; +146◦) and
(1′′. 12 × 1′′. 04; +155◦), for the 7.5 and 4.8 GHz
sub-bands, respectively. Using these images, we
determined the source positions and flux densities
using a two-dimensional fitting procedure (task
IMFIT in CASA).
3. Results
We first searched for sources in the deep im-
ages obtained by concatenating all four epochs.
We considered a detection reliable if the source
was above three times the rms noise level in the
localized area and had a previously known coun-
terpart. If there were no known counterparts, then
five times the rms noise level was required in at
least one of the sub-bands. This procedure was
adopted to minimize the possibility of reporting a
large noise fluctuation as a real source.
With these requirements, a total of 50 sources
were detected (Table 1). Of these, 28 were de-
tected in both sub-bands, while 20 were detected
only in the 4.8 GHz sub-band and 2 only in the
7.5 GHz sub-band. However, 13 of the 20 sources
detected only in the 4.8 GHz sub-band fall outside
the field of view of the 7.5 GHz image, so only 7
were undetected at 4.8 GHz because their fluxes
are below three times the rms noise level. The
positions and flux densities of each source from
these images are listed in Table 1. Two sources
of uncertainties on the fluxes are included: (i) the
error that results from the statistical noise in the
images, and (ii) a systematic uncertainty of 5%
resulting from possible errors in the absolute flux
calibration. The spectral index α, where Sν ∝ ν
α,
was determined for those sources detected in both
sub-bands, and are also listed in Table 1. After the
detection in the deep images, the flux density and
position of each source was measured in the im-
ages corresponding to the individual epochs. For
these images, we considered a non detection when
the source was below three times the rms noise
level.
Once the flux densities had been obtained from
each epoch, they were compared to check for vari-
ability. The percentage of variability was mea-
sured as the ratio between the largest flux dif-
ference (maximum minus minimum flux densities)
and the maximum flux density. We did not search
for variability in sources with extended emission,
because sensitivity and uv coverage effects can
produce spurious variations. In addition, we in-
cluded the uncertainty in the variability that is
introduced by absolute pointing errors of the pri-
mary beam of the VLA antennas, as described in
the Appendix. The percentage of variation in each
sub-band is listed in Table 1. This variation was
estimated using the four epochs for the sources
that were detected at more than one epoch and
are not extended. We considered as statistically
significant only those variations that are above 3-
σ. From Table 1 we can see that 10 sources (out of
a total of 43 where variability could be measured)
are variable at 4.8 GHz, while 3 (out of a total of
23) are variable at 7.5 GHz. If we restrict the anal-
ysis to the three consecutive epochs, we find that
only 4 of the sources at 4.8 GHz are variable, while
none of the 7.5 GHz sources is variable. Sources
with such short-term variability are indicated in
the table. The largest variations observed here
are of the order of a factor of two.
3.1. Counterparts of the detected radio
sources
Given the position of the sources, we looked
for counterparts to the detected radio sources us-
ing the SIMBAD astronomical database. A source
from SIMBAD was considered a counterpart if it
was separated from a radio source reported here
by less than 1.0 arcsec. We detected 8 of the 10
sources reported by Reipurth et al. (2002); the two
exceptions being VLA 3 and 8. VLA 3 was clearly
detected by Rodr´ıguez & Reipurth (1998) with a
flux density of 0.60 mJy at 8.3 GHz and considered
by them to be a background source. We do not de-
tect it at a level of ∼11 µJy beam−1, that repre-
sents three times the rms noise, at each sub-band,
in the area where it was previously reported. This
difference in flux densities suggests a large vari-
ability, of order ∼50. However, the observations
of Rodr´ıguez & Reipurth (1998) were made with
lower angular resolution (∼ 9′′) than ours and we
may be simply resolving out the source. VLA 8,
also known as LkHA 46, is a YSO that was first de-
tected in the radio by Reipurth et al. (2002), and
showed strong flux variability, by a factor larger
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than 2, on timescales of days. We do not detect
it here at three times the rms noise of 8.4 and 9.6
µJy for 7.5 and 4.8 GHz sub-bands, respectively.
From these results, we conclude that LkHA 46 is
also strongly variable on timescales of years.
The 2MASS, WISE and SDSS8 catalogs (Cutri
et al. 2003, Cutri et al. 2012 and Adelmann-
McCarthy 2011, respectively) were also checked
and some counterparts to the radio sources were
found (see Table 2). HH124-VLA J064102.59
+101503.6 = VLA 1 and HH124-VLA J064102.65
+101501.8 = VLA 9, have infrared counterparts
and are known to be YSOs. Together with VLA
8, they are the only radio sources confirmed to
be YSOs. Another two of them, HH124-VLA
J064041.61+102036.6 (shown in Figure 1) and
HH124-VLA J064104.33+101240.9, are classified
as extragalactic objects in the SDSS8. The object
HH124-VLA J064118.28+101745.7 was associated
to a stellar object in the SDSS8. The remaining
sources have not been related to any kind of ob-
ject but their low variability in the radio (Table
1) resembles that of extragalactic objects. Finally,
in the cases of HH124-VLA J064106.77+100938.8,
HH124-VLA J064112.78+101219.1 and HH124-
VLA J064114.16+101158.5 = VLA 6, addition-
ally to their low variability, their jet like morpholo-
gies also suggest an extragalactic nature (see Fig-
ures 1 and 2), but we cannot discard a Galactic
nature.
3.2. Proper motions
In order to investigate more about the nature
of the radio sources around HH 124 IRS, we used
the archive data reported by Reipurth et al. (2002)
to measure the proper motions, µ, of the compact
bright objects detected in both sessions. A total
of eight objects fulfill these requirements and are
listed in Table 3. We also include VLA 6 although
it is resolved into three different components (see
Figure 2). In this case, we consider only the north-
ernmost component, which is the strongest, and
use the position reported by Reipurth et al. (2002)
corresponding to it. This component is resolved,
and we obtain the position just to the brightest
region. Its central component was marginally de-
tected and resolved by Reipurth et al. (2002), and
we do not perform astrometry with it. The third
component was not detected by Reipurth et al.
(2002).
The data from Reipurth et al. (2002) were con-
stituted by four 11-hour observations, taken on
four consecutive days, from 2000 November 26
to 29, at 8.4 GHz. These data were edited and
calibrated following the standard VLA procedures
and using the software package AIPS. These ob-
servations used the quasar J0613+131 as the phase
calibrator. Even though the phase calibrator is not
the same for both sessions, their positions are well
known and reliable astrometry can be performed.
The position of quasar J0632+1022 is known to a
level of 10 mas, that it is lower than the statisti-
cal errors in position obtained for C-band observa-
tions in B configuration. In addition, it is closer to
the studied region and stronger than J0613+131,
so the phase transfer is better.
In Table 3, the proper motions in Right Ascen-
sion, µα cos δ, and Declination µδ, are presented.
The total proper motions, µtotal, of most sources
are consistent with a motion of ∼ 7 mas yr−1, ex-
cept for VLA 6. VLA 6 was suggested to be an
extragalactic object by Reipurth et al. (2002), so
proper motions are not expected from this source.
Indeed, its measured proper motion is consistent
with no movement at the 1 σ level. We note that
the lack of detectable motion for this source con-
firms the reliability of our astrometry.
4. Discussion
4.1. Kinematics of the region and individ-
ual objects
As already noted, most proper motions follow
the tendency of an absolute value of µtotal ∼ 7
mas yr−1 in the southeast direction. The differ-
ent phase calibrators used in both sessions could
produce this apparent effect. However, the neg-
ligible proper motions of VLA 6, shows that this
effect is not important. A more reasonable expla-
nation is that we are measuring the intrinsic mo-
tion between the star forming region and the Sun.
As YSOs in a star forming region are formed from
the same cloud, it is expected that the young stars
conserve the memory of the movement of the cloud
and, thus, that they will share similar proper mo-
tions. We favor this effect as the main contributor
to the proper motion tendency. In what follows we
discuss some of the sources with measured proper
motions in more details.
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Fig. 1.— VLA contour images, from the four concatenated epochs, of the 4.5 GHz emission of the
HH124-VLA J064041.61+102036.6 (top), HH124-VLA J064106.77+100938.8 (center) and HH124-VLA
J064112.78+101219.1 (bottom) radio sources. Contours are -4, 4, 6, 9, 12, 18, 24 and 30 times the
rms noise in the localized area, 31 µJy beam−1, 16 µJy beam−1 and 7.3 µJy beam−1 for HH124-VLA
J064041.61+102036.6, HH124-VLA J064106.77+100938.8 and HH124-VLA J064112.78+101219.1, respec-
tively. Together with VLA 6, these are the only extended sources detected in our observations.
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Fig. 2.— VLA contour image, from the four concatenated epochs, of the 7.5 GHz emission of the HH 124 IRS
VLA 6 radio source. Contours are -4, 4, 6, 9, 12, 15, 30, 45, 60, 120 and 180 times the rms noise in the
localized area, 18 µJy beam−1. Three components are resolved. The northernmost one is also the strongest
and the one reported by Reipurth et al. (2002).
HH124-VLA J064101.22+101300.5 =
VLA 7. Its total proper motion is the largest
in our sample and its direction follows that of the
group. This is consistent with it being a YSO.
HH124-VLA J064110.65+101538.2 =
VLA 4. This source was previously suggested to
be an extragalactic object (Reipurth et al. 2002).
However, it has a positive spectral index and it is
slightly variable. Its proper motion is the second
largest in our sample and is in a similar direction
as that of the other sources in the cluster. These
properties strongly suggest that it is a Galactic
object, most probably related to the HH 124 IRS
cluster.
HH124-VLA J064112.23+101417.2 =
VLA 5. This source was also suggested to be an
extragalactic object (Reipurth et al. 2002). It has
a flat spectral index and low variability. Within
the errors in the spectral index it is not possible
to favor if it is a Galactic or extragalactic object.
Its proper motion suggests that is a Galactic ob-
ject and probably related to the compact cluster
HH 124 IRS.
HH124-VLA J064056.62+101408.7. The
negative spectral index and the low variability of
this source suggest an extragalactic origin. Its
proper motions are consistent with no motion
within two times the errors. Interestingly, how-
ever, the measured proper motions are similar
to the estimated average of the other considered
YSOs. As a consequence, we do not discard a
Galactic nature.
4.2. Counts of Background Sources
From Table 1, the number of radio sources clas-
sified as definite or likely extragalactic sources is
39. All of them are detected in the 4.8 GHz sub-
band, while only 20 are detected in the 7.5 GHz
sub-band. Seven of these sources were not de-
tected in the 7.5 GHz sub-band because they fell
below three times the noise level in the image. The
remaining 12 were outside of the field of view cov-
ered by the 7.5 GHz observations.
In order to determine if the number of back-
ground sources is consistent with the expected val-
ues, we compare them with the values given by
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the formulation of Anglada et al. (1998). Consid-
ering a minimal detection flux of 14 µJy and 16
µJy at 7.5 and 4.8 GHz, the number of expected
sources are N8.4 ≃ 9 and N4.8 ≃ 30. This estimate
suggests that we are attributing an extragalactic
nature to ∼10 sources that are actually Galactic.
Unfortunately, with the present data it is not pos-
sible to establish which sources these might be.
4.3. The compact cluster of radio YSOs
around HH 124 IRS
Our observations confirmed the existence of a
remarkable cluster of radio sources concentrated
to an area of less than 1 arcmin2 initially reported
by Reipurth et al. (2002). In addition to the origi-
nal six sources reported by Reipurth et al. (2002),
we detect two new objects in this area (see Figure
3). In such a compact area, less than one back-
ground object is expected. Reipurth et al. (2002)
reported possible day-to-day variability of the or-
der of 10 µJy, but as the noise level was of the same
order as the variability, it was not clear whether
or not the variability was real. Our results discard
strong day-to-day variability for most of these ra-
dio sources, as only the source VLA 10 showed
clear short-term variations. However, it should be
noted that 4 of the remaining 6 sources in the radio
cluster have variability above 2-σ (but below our
threshold of 3-σ), hinting again at the presence of
low level day-to-day variability.
In addition to the cluster around HH 124 IRS,
our results show that four other objects have a
Galactic origin. HH124-VLA J064118.28+101745.7
is classified as a star in the SDSS8 survey. Its spec-
tral index is not well determined because it was
not detected in the 7.5 GHz sub-band. Its vari-
ability seems to be low. With the existing data, we
cannot ascertain whether it is part of the cluster
or a background/foreground object. HH124-VLA
J064105.92+101551.7 is definitely a variable radio
source, showing variation on timescales of days.
This kind of behavior is typical of YSOs. The
other two sources, VLA 4 and 5, show a steady
flux. The spectral index of VLA 4 is positive
which suggest that it is a YSO. VLA 5 shows a
flat spectrum. The direction of the proper motions
for both sources suggest that they are related to
the compact cluster.
The spectral indices for most of the radio
sources in the compact cluster are positive. Fluxes
produced by thermal processes in YSOs are usu-
ally steady and consistent with no variations at all
(Rodr´ıguez 1994). On the other hand, gyrosyn-
chrotron emission from YSOs can be variable,
on timescales as short as hours (Andre´ 1996).
Spectral indices for gyrosynchrotron emission vary
from very negative to +2.5 (Dulk 1985). We sug-
gest that both mechanisms are present in the dif-
ferent stars in the cluster, with thermal emission
being the dominant process.
In a series of papers, Rodriguez & Reipurth
(1994), Rodr´ıguez & Reipurth (1996), Rodr´ıguez
& Reipurth (1998), Reipurth et al. (1999), Rodr´ıguez
et al. (2000), Reipurth et al. (2002) and Reipurth
et al. (2004) observed a total of 28 regions of
low mass star formation. HH 124, with a cluster
of 8 radio sources in a region of only ∼ 30′′ is
the one with the densest concentration of sources
per solid angle. This kind of compact clusters of
YSOs with radio emission are rare and very use-
ful to test the correlation between radio emission
and emission at other wavelengths because they
can be monitored simultaneously at radio, near-
IR and X-ray wavelengths with single pointing
observations. HH 124 IRS appears to be an ideal
candidate for this kind of studies.
5. Distance to HH 124 and the nearby
cluster NGC 2264
The distance to HH 124 IRS is poorly known.
This region is usually associated to the nearby
(in the plane of the sky) NGC 2264 cluster (see
e.g. Reipurth et al. 2002), for which a distance of
913±117 pc has been recently determined (Baxter
et al. 2009). In this section, we will use our ra-
dio determination of the proper motions of sources
in HH 124 IRS to estimate the distance to this
cluster. We will also discuss the relation between
HH 124 and NGC 2264, and revisit the distance
determination to the latter.
5.1. A generalized kinematic distance to
HH 124 IRS
Kinematic distances are often used for Galac-
tic objects when no trigonometric parallaxes are
available. Under this strategy, a Galactic rotation
curve is assumed, and the expected value of the ra-
dial velocity is calculated as a function of distance
for the line of sight corresponding to the Galac-
7
+
VLA 8
VLA 7
VLA 1
VLA 9
VLA 10
HH124-VLA 064104.58+101454.7
VLA 2
HH124-VLA 064103.40+101510.4
Fig. 3.— VLA contour image of the 7.5 GHz emission of the HH 124 IRS radio cluster. Contours are -3, 3, 5,
8, 12, 15, and 25 times the rms noise. This image was made by concatenating the data from the four epochs
observed here, and has an rms noise of 2.8 µJy beam−1. The rms noise of the individual days is about 6 µJy
beam−1. The cross indicates the position of VLA 8, which was not detected in our recent observations, but
was detected up to 12 times the noise level in the images of Reipurth et al. (2002).
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tic coordinates (ℓ, b) of the object of interest. The
distance ascribed to the object is that for which
the expected value best matches the observed ra-
dial velocity. Evidently, a similar approach can
be followed to estimate distances from the mea-
sured components of the proper motion. Here,
the expected values of the two components of the
proper motion will be calculated as a function of
distance (assuming a rotation curve) for the line of
sight of interest, and the distance ascribed to the
source will be that for which the calculated value
best matches the observed proper motion. Two
different (but not entirely independent) estimates
of the distance (one for each component of the
proper motion) will be obtained by this method.
Of course, if both the proper motion and the radial
velocity are known for a given source, the tradi-
tional kinematic distance can also be measured,
and three different estimates of the distance can
be obtained. Kinematic distances based on proper
motions have rarely been used because (i) accu-
rate proper motions are much harder to measure
than accurate velocities, and (ii) proper motions
are angular velocities (i.e. space velocities divided
by distance) so they rapidly become undetectably
small with increasing distance.
Both the traditional kinematic distance method
and its extension to proper motions are obviously
subject to uncertainties. First, the observational
errors on the radial velocity and proper motion de-
terminations will propagate to result in an error on
the inferred distance. Second, a rotation curve has
to be assumed, and any error associated to that
choice will affect the measured distances. A third
source of error comes from the chosen value of the
Solar motion required to transform velocities from
the heliocentric to the LSR rest frame. While a
value (U, V,W ) of (10.00, 5.25, 7.17) km s−1 was
widely used until recently following Dehnen &
Binney (1998), a more recent determination by
Scho¨nrich et al. (2010) favours (11.10, 12.24, 7.25)
km s−1. We will use this latter value in the present
work. Finally, the kinematic distance assumes
that the objects move on circular orbits, as de-
scribed by the rotation curve. In reality, there is
also an unknown peculiar velocity contribution. In
the case, considered here, of young stars recently
formed out of interstellar material, this contribu-
tion can be assumed to be reasonably small (of
order 10–15 km s−1 –Binney & Merrifield 1998).
In addition, the velocity dispersions in radial / az-
imuthal / vertical Galactic directions are expected
to be in the ratio of 1÷0.61÷0.47 (Binney & Mer-
rifield 1998). Here, we will assume dispersions of
10.0 km s−1 in the radial direction, 6.1 km s−1
in the azimuthal direction, and 4.7 km s−1 in the
vertical direction. This corresponds to a total ve-
locity dispersion of 12.6 km s−1.
The radial velocity of the source driving the
most prominent outflow in HH 124 is Vlsr = +7.2
± 1.6 km s−1 (Margulis et al. 1988), corresponding
to Vhel = 19.8 ± 1.6 km s
−1. On the other hand,
from the radio observations presented here, we can
estimate the proper motion of the HH 124 IRS
cluster by averaging the values obtained for the
seven sources identified as YSOs or candidate
YSOs (Table 3). We obtain µα cos δ = −5.0± 3.1
mas yr−1, µδ = −5.4 ± 2.0 mas yr
−1. From this
dataset, we can obtain three different kinematic
estimations of the distance to HH 124 IRS (the
traditional kinematic distance based on radial ve-
locity, and two estimates based on the two com-
ponents of the proper motion). The method is
illustrated in Figure 4, and the results presented
in Table 4. To assess the effect of the rotation
curve choice, we have considered four options: (i)
the traditional rotation curve of Brand & Blitz
(1993); (ii) a flat rotation curve with the IAU rec-
ommended value of 220 km s−1 for the LSR cir-
cular speed; (iii) the more recent rotation curve
proposed by Reid et al. (2009); and (iv) the flat
rotation curve also proposed by Reid et al. (2009)
with an LSR circular speed of 254 km s−1. The im-
pact of peculiar velocities is shown as ”theoretical
error bars” in Figure 4 and has been taken into
account in the final distance uncertainties. Fig-
ure 4 and Table 4 shows that there is an overlap
between the distance determinations produced by
the three kinematic methods, so it is meaningful
and advantageous to form the weighted mean of
the three values. Also, it is clear from Table 4 that
the choice of rotation curve only has a modest ef-
fect (of order 10%) on the final error budget. The
errors are dominated by the observational uncer-
tainties, and unknown peculiar velocities. In the
rest of the paper, we will use the most recent ro-
tation curve (by Reid et al. 2009), but emphasize
that our results do not strongly depend on this
choice.
The distance to HH 124 IRS favoured by our
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kinematical analysis is 404 ± 127 pc (Note that
the proper motions alone favor an even shorter dis-
tance of order 350 pc.) This is significantly shorter
that the distance to the nearby cluster NGC 2264
favored in the recent literature (913±117 pc). Yet,
there is evidence for interactions between HH 124
and NGC 2264 (see e.g. Reipurth et al. 2002). Let
us now discuss the distance to NGC 2264.
5.2. A review of existing distance esti-
mates for NGC 2264
NGC 2264 is a young open cluster related to
the Mon OB 1 association that has been the fo-
cus of many studies of stellar evolution. Distance
estimates for NGC 2264 reported in the literature
from 1950 to 1985 range from 500 pc to 875 pc (see
Table IX of Perez et al. 1987), but more recent de-
terminations yield 950±75 pc (Perez et al. 1987),
910±50 (Neri et al. 1993) and 760±85 (Sung et
al. 1997). Most of these distance determinations
have been derived by the same technique, i.e. clus-
ter fitting of the HR-diagram, and the different
results reflect different choices of sample of stars,
photometry, and cluster reddening by different au-
thors. In a recent paper, Baxteret al. (2009) em-
ployed a different technique and derived a distance
of 913±40 pc to NGC 2264 by using a method that
takes the projected rotational velocities of cluster
members and models the observed distribution of
sin i (where i is the inclination angle of the stellar
rotational axis).
As a first approach to examine further the dis-
tance to NGC 2264, we searched the new version
of the Hipparcos catalog (van Leeuwen 2007) for
stars in NGC 2264 with known parallax. We found
trigonometric parallaxes for five ‘classical’ cluster
members (S Mon, HD 47777, HD 47961, HD 48055
and HD 47732) identified by Walker (1956). Re-
cently, van Leeuwen (2009) revisited the proper-
ties of the NGC 2264 cluster and included in his
analysis another four stars (HD 47662, HD 47751,
HIP 32141 and HIP 32245) in the cluster field that
exhibit proper motions and parallax values con-
sistent with the ‘classical’ members listed above.
These stars are given in Table 5 together with their
proper motions and radial velocities (to be dis-
cussed later in this section). The distances corre-
sponding to these trigonometric parallaxes ranges
form 254 to 970 pc. Interestingly, the trigono-
metrical parallax for S Mon, the dominant stellar
component of this cluster, is π = 3.55± 0.50 mas
corresponding to a distance of 281+47−34 pc. The
two analysis performed by van Leeuwen (2009) for
the NGC 2264 cluster gives parallaxes of 2.30 ±
0.46 mas (435+109−72 pc) and 1.81±0.40mas (552
+157
−100
pc). The first was using the data for all nine stars
and the second was obtained by excluding (some-
what arbitrarily) the three stars with parallax near
3.5 mas, i.e. distances shorter than 300 pc. The
weighted mean of the nine parallaxes listed in Ta-
ble 5 is π = 2.63 ± 0.27 mas (d = 380+44−36 pc); if
we retain only the five ‘classical’ cluster members
given in the upper panel of Table 5 we find instead
π = 2.66± 0.33 mas (d = 376+53−41 pc) showing that
both results are consistent between themselves. In
summary, all Hipparcos estimates of the distance
to the NGC 2264 cluster lie between 280 and 550
pc, with a mean around 405 pc. This is inconsis-
tent with the indirect methods that we mentioned
earlier, but in excellent agreement with our gener-
alized kinematic method result for HH 124 IRS.
5.3. A convergent point distance to NGC
2264
To make further progress, we queried the
CDS database for stars and YSOs related to the
NGC 2264 cluster within 30′ of its central position,
α = 06h40m58s, δ = 09◦53.7′ (Wu et al. 2009),
and found 4004 stars previously identified in many
studies (Walker 1956; Sagar & Joshi 1983; Sung
et al. 1997; Flaccomio et al. 1999, 2000, 2006; Re-
bull et al. 2002; Sung et al. 2004; Lamm et al.
2004; Ramı´rez et al. 2004; Dahm & Simon 2005;
Dahm et al. 2007). We searched for proper mo-
tion data in the Tycho-2 (Høg et al. 2002), UCAC4
(Zacharias et al. 2013) and PPMXL (Roeser et al.
2010) catalogs, and found at least one proper mo-
tion measurement for 2024 stars. Among the var-
ious proper motions measurements we select the
ones with the smallest uncertainties. We reject
all stars with proper motion values that are not
significant (i.e., σµ > µ), because of measurement
errors, and stars that exhibit discrepant proper
motion data (after a 3σ elimination). This leaves
us with 584 stars in the sample. We found radial
velocity information for only 58 stars in that sam-
ple. The main source of radial velocities is Fu˝re´sz
et al. (2006) who showed that the heliocentric ra-
dial velocity distribution of cluster members peaks
at 22 km s−1 with a dispersion of ∼ 3.5 km s−1.
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rotation curve of Reid et al. (2009). The error bars indicate the uncertainty due to the possible peculiar
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We adopt their radial velocity membership selec-
tion criteria and retain only those stars with 8 km
s−1 < Vrad < 36 km s
−1. This leaves us with
a final sample of 17 stars (see Table 6) that will
be used in the upcoming analysis to estimate the
distance to NGC 2264.
Figure 5 shows the proper motion vectors for
NGC 2264 stars. One notices that the proper
motion vectors point towards a common direction
in the sky suggesting the existence of a moving
group structure in NGC 2264 as observed in other
nearby star-forming regions (see e.g. Bertout &
Genova 2006; Galli et al. 2013). Apparently the
stellar proper motions in NGC 2264 are not con-
vergent enough to allow for an accurate convergent
point solution and membership analysis (which is
clearly beyond the scope of this paper) using the
usual methods and algorithms given in the liter-
ature (Jones 1971; de Bruijne 1999; Galli et al.
2012), because of the large proper motions errors
involved and cluster concentration (see Galli et al.
2012 for a more detailed discussion). So we esti-
mate an approximate location of the convergent
point using Eq. (10) of de Bruijne (1999) that
relates the spatial velocity components with the
convergent point coordinates (αcp, δcp). We cal-
culate the Galactic space motion vector for the
‘classical’ cluster members of NGC 2264 using
the procedure described in Johnson & Soderblom
(1987) with the proper motions, radial velocities
and parallaxes given in Table 5. HD 48055 is
excluded from this analysis because it exhibits a
negative value for the radial velocity that is not
consistent with the remaining members (see dis-
cussion below). The mean Galactic space mo-
tion vector with respect to the Sun is (U, V,W ) =
(−13.6,−17.3,−4.9)±(3.2, 2.2, 2.3) km/s. We find
that the mean space motion vector mentioned be-
fore is consistent with a convergent point located
at (αcp, δcp) = (99
◦,−22◦) ± (6◦, 10◦). The so-
derived convergent point position should be inter-
preted with care, because it does not take into
account, e.g., the velocity dispersion of the cluster
and the various sources of errors discussed by Galli
et al. (2012). However, this strategy has proven
to yield consistent results in young nearby associ-
ations (see e.g. Mamajek 2005; Bertout & Genova
2006) and it will be used in this work only to pro-
vide some guidance in our analysis.
Once the convergent point position of a mov-
ing group has been determined, it can be used to
calculate kinematic parallaxes of individual group
members (see e.g. Bertout & Genova 2006; Galli
et al. 2013). The individual kinematic parallaxes
are given by
π =
Aµ‖
Vrad tanλ
, (1)
where A = 4.74047 km yr s−1, λ is the angular
distance between the convergent point and a given
star in the group, Vrad is the radial velocity, and
µ‖ is the stellar proper motion component directed
parallel to the great circle that joins the star and
the convergent point (see de Bruijne 1999; Galli
et al. 2012). This analysis is obviously restricted
to the 17 stars with known radial velocities (see
Table 6). We stress that the so-derived parallaxes
(i.e., distances) should be seen as tentative values
due to the large proper motions errors given for
a few cluster members in our sample and the ap-
proximate location of the convergent point derived
from the spatial velocity of Hipparcos stars. In or-
der to make our parallax results less dependent on
a single combination of proper motion, radial ve-
locity and convergent point values we performed
Monte Carlo simulations that sample the uncer-
tainties of these parameters. In each run we vary
the convergent point position within its error bars
and assign a different value of proper motion and
radial velocity for each star in the sample by re-
sampling these quantities from a Gaussian distri-
bution where the mean and variance correspond,
respectively, to the measured value and its un-
certainty. We constructed a total of 1000 Monte
Carlo realizations and present our distance results
in Figure 6. We find a mean distance of 340 pc and
a median distance of 300 pc. These results are con-
sistent with the mean distance derived from the
trigonometric parallaxes of the Hipparcos catalog
(van Leeuwen 2007) within the admittedly large
error bars, and with our distance estimate for the
HH 124 IRS cluster.
5.4. Generalized kinematic distances to
NGC 2264
As a final exercise, we applied our generalized
kinematic method to the 17 stars of NGC 2264
listed in Table 6. The method failed on 4 of those
stars because the sign of the proper motion com-
ponent in the direction of Galactic longitude could
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not be reproduced for any distance. The mean and
median distances obtained for the other 13 stars
are 453 and 391 pc, respectively. This is, again, in
good agreement with the Hipparcos and conver-
gent point distances derived earlier for NGC 2264
and with the kinematic distance of HH 124. As a
consequence, we favor a distance of order 400 pc
both for HH 124 IRS and for NGC 2264.
This new estimation of the distance is around
two times lower than values commonly used in the
literature. The used kinematic methods are biased
to closer objects which proper motions are better
determined. The trigonometrical parallax, how-
ever, is a geometric method and does not depend
in any physical property of the star. Finally, NGC
2264 has an angular size of 250′, thus it is not un-
likely that several star forming regions are trough
the line of sight at diferent distances.
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6. Conclusions
We presented a series of deep VLA observations
of the compact cluster of radio sources around
HH 124 IRS. We analyze their spectral indices (be-
tween 4.8 and 7.5 GHz), and variability. Also a
rough estimate of proper motions was performed
to objects detected in both the Reipurth et al.
(2002) observations and those reported in this pa-
per. The results show that most of the sources de-
tected by Reipurth et al. (2002) in the cluster are
YSOs. We detected two additional sources (both
likely YSOs) in the compact cluster, bringing to at
least 11 the total number of radio-bright YSOs in
HH 124 IRS. Eight of these sources are in an area
smaller than 1 arcmin2. The importance of such
compact clusters resides in that all of them can be
observed in a single pointing with most telescopes.
Thanks to these characteristics, HH 124 IRS is an
ideal region where to perform simultaneous obser-
vations at different wavelengths to understand the
variable radio emission and its correlation (or lack
thereof) with emission at other wavelengths.
A generalized kinematic method that takes into
account both the proper motions and the radial ve-
locity was applied to the sources in HH 124 IRS,
and yields a distance of order 400 pc. This is
significantly smaller than the ∼800–900 pc dis-
tance usually assigned to the nearby open cluster
NGC 2264 with which HH 124 is thought to be as-
sociated. However, a reanalysis of the Hipparcos
parallaxes for members of NGC 2264, a conver-
gent point approach applied to NGC 2264 mem-
bers with known proper motions, and a general-
ized kinematic analysis of sources in NGC 2264
all argue in favor of a distance of order 400 pc
for NGC 2264 as well. Thus, we argue that both
HH 124 IRS and NGC 2264 are located about
twice nearer than usually assumed.
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A. Error introduced in the variability by pointing errors of the primary beam
Using the standard pointing constants, the pointing error for the VLA antennas is generally 10 to 20
arcseconds, and can be as bad as an arcminute (Rupen 1997). To correct for this problem, a technique
known as referenced pointing is used to reduce this pointing error to a few arcsec. However, in observations
below about 18 GHz (as in our case), referenced pointing is not generally used.
These pointing errors introduce an error in the flux density determination of the sources and thus in the
determination of possible variability. This error is more serious for sources away from the pointing center,
since there a small shift may represent an important change in the primary beam response. In contrast,
for sources near the pointing center a small shift is not important, given the relatively flat response of the
primary beam there.
To include this error in our variability determinations, we start by noting that the primary beam response
can be approximated by a Gaussian function:
p(θ) = exp
(
−4 ln 2
θ2
θ2B
)
,
where θ is the displacement from the pointing center and θB is the full width at half power of the primary
beam. In the radial direction the change in response with angular displacement is given by
∆p(θ)
∆θ
= exp
(
−4 ln 2
θ2
θ2B
)(
−4 ln 2
1
θ2B
)
2θ,
where ∆θ is the pointing error. In this last equation we can see that the flux density error increases linearly
with the displacement from the pointing center. Finally, taking the absolute value of the equation, we find
that the relative error is given by
∆p(θ)
p(θ)
=
(
4 ln 2
θ2B
)
2θ ∆θ.
We have taken this effect approximately into account by adding in quadrature this relative error to the
other errors in the measurement, assuming ∆θ = 30′′ as the typical value for the pointing error. For example,
for a θB of 6
′, one expects errors of order 8% for a source at θ = 1′ and of 23% for a source at θ = 3′.
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Table 1
Radio Sources Detected in the HH 124 Region.
Name Flux Properties Spectral Source
HH124-VLA f4.8(mJy) Var. (%) f7.5(mJy) Var. (%) Index type
a
J064032.32+101644.0 (2.04±0.07±0.10)e+00 32.3±9.6 – – – E?
J064032.44+101644.9 (1.16±0.07±0.06)e+00 30.5±10.8 – – – E?
J064041.61+102036.6 (4.07±0.04±0.20)e+00 Extended – – – E
J064047.85+100829.3 (2.76±0.51±0.14)e-01 24.3±29.1 – – – E?
J064049.82+101027.4 (9.20±1.70±0.46)e-02 >44.9±15.0 – – – E?
J064050.28+101417.8 (5.22±0.74±0.26)e-02 41.6±18.8 (2.75±0.55±0.14)e-02 >19.3±29.4 -1.4±0.56 E?
J064050.63+101420.8 (3.78±0.46±0.19)e-02 20.1±18.7 <0.02 – <-1.59±0.31 E?
J064053.63+101343.8 (3.45±0.32±0.17)e-02 34.0±16.0 (3.66±0.65±0.18)e-02 >46.0±20.2 0.13±0.47 E?
J064056.62+101408.7 (2.74±0.23±0.14)e-01 21.2±12.0 (1.84±0.16±0.09)e-01 39.6±13.1 -0.87±0.31 E?
J064058.51+101445.2 (3.24±0.30±0.16)e-02 35.3±12.7 (3.13±0.31±0.16)e-02 40.9±13.1 -0.08±0.34 E?
J064059.25+101756.8 (5.69±0.62±0.28)e-02 11.6±20.5 (3.62±0.50±0.18)e-02 32.1±17.2 -0.99±0.42 E?
J064059.64+101758.9 (2.69±0.46±0.13)e-02 >29.9±10.1 <0.02 – <-0.99±0.41 E?
J064059.89+101214.4 (4.68±0.52±0.23)e-02 >55.1±7.6 (3.57±0.61±0.18)e-02 –b -0.59±0.47 E?
J064100.01+102222.7 (1.19±0.07±0.06)e+00 21.1±10.0 – – – E?
J064101.12+101208.4 (8.15±0.60±0.41)e-02 14.8±14.7 (5.35±0.55±0.27)e-02 29.0±17.5 -0.92±0.32 E?
J064101.21+101450.1 (9.89±0.67±0.49)e-02 7.5±9.2 (7.81±0.54±0.39)e-02 27.4±10.8 -0.52±0.26 YSO?
J064101.22+101300.5 (4.14±0.43±0.21)e-02 15.2±20.7 (2.77±0.29±0.14)e-02 47.6±19.7 -0.88±0.36 E?
J064102.59+101503.5 (3.87±0.49±0.19)e-02 38.0±19.3 (3.83±0.32±0.19)e-02 29.0±14.0 -0.02±0.37 YSO
J064102.65+101501.8 (1.50±0.51±0.07)e-02 –b (2.67±0.27±0.13)e-02 33.5±15.6 1.26±0.79 YSO
J064103.39+101510.3 <0.01 – (2.67±0.27±0.13)e-02 47.4±20.9 >1.87±0.39 YSO?
J064103.52+101506.2 (7.78±0.47±0.39)e-02 18.6±10.2 (8.32±0.59±0.42)e-02 15.2±12.8 0.15±0.26 YSO?
J064104.33+101240.9 (7.27±0.48±0.36)e-02 32.6±10.2 (7.87±0.60±0.39)e-02 13.8±16.3 0.17±0.27 E
J064104.45+101452.5c (3.41±0.36±0.17)e-02 51.3±12.1 (4.47±0.41±0.22)e-02 24.3±15.7 0.59±0.34 YSO?
J064104.58+101454.6 <0.01 – (4.47±0.41±0.22)e-02 33.7±23.7 >1.26±0.35 YSO?
J064104.92+101340.0 (2.62±0.47±0.13)e-02 >44.1±9.7 (2.14±0.68±0.11)e-02 –b -0.44±0.81 E?
J064105.92+101551.7c (4.15±0.36±0.21)e-02 40.7±10.6 (3.35±0.37±0.17)e-02 28.3±16.4 -0.47±0.34 YSO?
J064106.53+101739.7 (4.50±0.41±0.22)e-02 27.0±17.9 (3.61±0.85±0.18)e-02 >36.6±17.6 -0.48±0.57 E?
J064106.77+100938.8 (3.09±0.03±0.15)e+00 Extended – – – E
J064107.90+102201.0 (6.47±0.50±0.32)e-01 14.1±11.7 – – – E?
J064109.69+101455.7 (5.47±0.66±0.27)e-02 31.4±17.0 (5.40±1.30±0.27)e-02 >58.1±19.6 -0.03±0.61 E?
J064110.65+101538.2 (3.08±0.15±0.15)e-01 9.3±7.7 (3.89±0.05±0.19)e-01 6.3±3.1 0.51±0.19 YSO?
J064111.69+101417.6 (2.49±0.48±0.12)e-02 16.7±21.9 (2.16±0.46±0.11)e-02 –b -0.31±0.65 E?
J064112.18+101010.3c (2.74±0.04±0.14)e+01 12.3±2.3 – – – E?
J064112.23+101417.2c (9.16±0.07±0.46)e-01 14.1±1.5 (8.75±0.06±0.44)e-01 10.0±3.0 -0.1±0.16 YSO?
J064112.49+101416.4 (1.18±0.10±0.06)e-01 17.5±14.5 (9.17±0.84±0.46)e-02 12.8±22.2 -0.55±0.31 E?
J064112.78+101219.1 (9.52±0.19±0.48)e-01 Extended (4.83±0.21±0.24)e-01 Extended – E
J064114.16+101158.5 (2.61±0.01±0.13)e+01 Extended (1.57±0.01±0.08)e+01 Extended – E
J064115.05+101148.8 (8.67±0.96±0.43)e-02 29.4±18.1 (3.62±0.70±0.18)e-02 –b -1.91±0.51 E?
J064115.18+101655.8 (2.87±0.38±0.14)e-02 >43.5±15.3 <0.02 – <-0.34±0.33 E?
J064115.29+101126.3 (1.23±0.13±0.06)e-01 46.8±12.9 (1.01±0.18±0.05)e-01 –b -0.43±0.48 E?
J064116.18+101441.4 (2.28±0.15±0.11)e-01 13.0±12.3 (1.31±0.10±0.07)e-01 39.5±17.9 -1.21±0.27 E?
J064117.55+101533.4 (6.76±0.69±0.34)e-02 15.5±18.4 (4.99±0.71±0.25)e-02 27.9±27.8 -0.67±0.41 E?
J064118.28+101745.7 (4.13±0.64±0.21)e-02 >39.1±17.9 <0.06 – <0.82±0.37 Star
J064119.82+101537.6 (5.38±0.76±0.27)e-02 >49.3±12.8 <0.04 – <-0.71±0.35 E?
J064120.73+101323.4 (8.20±0.79±0.41)e-02 30.6±15.8 <0.06 – <-0.58±0.26 E?
J064122.32+101439.7 (5.71±0.55±0.29)e-02 7.4±24.1 <0.07 – <0.28±0.26 E?
J064123.26+101036.6 (2.31±0.18±0.12)e+00 13.8±11.3 – – – E?
J064123.64+101231.7 (6.77±0.74±0.34)e-02 –b – – – E?
J064124.11+101949.7 (4.77±0.41±0.24)e-01 32.0±11.5 – – – E?
J064126.64+101008.6 (3.38±0.26±0.17)e-01 27.0±17.2 – – – E?
aE = Extragalactic, YSO = Young Stellar Object. Interrogation simbols indicates that we do no discard an extragalactic or galactic
origin.
bSource not detected at three times the noise level on individual epochs, but detected on the image of the concatenated epochs.
cTime variable sources on a timescale of 3 days.
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Table 2: Radio, infrared and optical counterparts of some radio-sources around HH 124IRS.
HH124-VLA Name Radio WISE 2MASS SDSS Origin
J064041.61+102036.6 Y Y Y E
J064101.21+101450.1 VLA 7 N N N YSO?
J064102.59+101503.6 VLA 1 Y Y N YSO
J064102.65+101501.8 VLA 9 Y Y N YSO
J064103.52+101506.2 VLA 2 N N N YSO?
J064104.45+101452.5 VLA 10 N N N YSO?
J064110.65+101538.2 VLA 4 N N N YSO?
J064112.23+101417.2 VLA 5 N N N YSO?
J064114.16+101158.5 VLA 6 N N N E
J064104.33+101240.9 Y Y Y E
J064106.77+100938.8 Y N N E?
J064112.18+101010.3 Y N N E?
J064115.29+101126.3 Y N N E?
J064118.28+101745.7 Y Y Y Star
J064120.73+101323.4 Y N N E?
J064126.64+101008.6 Y N N E?
Table 3: Proper motions of some radio-sources.
µα cos δ µδ µtotal
HH124-VLA Name (mas yr−1) (mas yr−1) (mas yr−1) Type
J064056.62+101408.7 −5.00± 2.68 −4.59± 2.74 6.78 ± 2.71 E?
J064101.21+101450.1=VLA 7 −8.99± 1.34 −6.01± 1.38 10.81 ± 1.35 YSO?
J064102.59+101503.6=VLA 1 −2.85± 2.16 −5.95± 2.21 6.59 ± 2.20 YSO
J064102.65+101501.8=VLA 9 −4.54± 1.27 −5.61± 1.31 7.21 ± 1.30 YSO
J064103.52+101506.2=VLA 2 −1.26± 1.52 −7.07± 1.61 7.18 ± 1.61 YSO?
J064104.45+101452.5=VLA 10 −2.03± 1.97 −6.59± 1.99 6.89 ± 1.99 YSO?
J064110.65+101538.2=VLA 4 −8.09± 0.67 −5.59± 0.65 9.83 ± 0.66 YSO?
J064112.23+101417.2=VLA 5 −7.34± 0.61 −1.17± 0.62 7.43 ± 0.61 YSO?
J064114.16+101158.5=VLA 6 −0.99± 2.54 −1.18± 2.65 1.54 ± 2.61 E
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Table 4: Generalized distance determination to HH 124 IRS
Rotation curve dVrad (pc) dµℓ (pc) dµb (pc) d¯ (pc)
Blitz & Rand 620+210
−200 430
+570
−170 280
+140
−70 356 ± 155
Flat (IAU) 600+200
−190 450
+450
−180 240
+180
−70 362 ± 148
Reid et al. 550+190
−170 390
+580
−150 240
+180
−70 336 ± 127
Flat (Reid) 510+170
−160 440
+560
−180 240
+190
−70 346 ± 114
Note.—The four rotation curves considered are (i) Blitz & Brand (1993), (ii) a flat curve with θ0 = 220 km s−1, (iii) Reid
et al. (2009), and (iv) a flat curve with θ0 = 254 km s−1 (see text). The four quoted distances are those obtained (i) from a
traditional kinematic method (based on radial velocities), (ii) a kinematic method applied to the Galactic longitude component
of the proper motion, (iii) a kinematic method applied to the Galactic latitude component of the proper motion, and (iv) the
weighted mean of the previous three.
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Table 5: Position (J2000), proper motion, radial velocity, and trigonometric parallax from the Hipparcos
catalog (van Leeuwen 2007) for stars related to the NGC 2264 cluster.
Star α δ µα cos δ µδ Ref. Vrad Ref. pi
(h:m:s) (◦ ′ ′′) (mas/yr) (mas/yr) (km/s) (mas)
HD 47732 06 40 28.6 +09 49 04 1.6 ± 1.8 −4.5± 1.7 TYCHO2 18.0 ± 5.0 1 1.49 ± 0.93
HD 47777 06 40 42.3 +09 39 21 −0.6± 1.4 −4.2± 1.5 UCAC4 13.0 ± 3.7 2 1.03 ± 0.86
V*SMon 06 40 58.7 +09 53 45 −0.7± 1.0 −2.5± 1.0 UCAC4 22.0 ± 0.3 3 3.55 ± 0.50
HD 47961 06 41 27.3 +09 51 14 −1.3± 1.4 −5.2± 1.3 TYCHO2 23.4 ± 1.8 2 2.22 ± 0.69
HD 48055 06 41 49.7 +09 30 29 −1.9± 0.5 −3.3± 0.7 UCAC4 −2.0± 8.6 4 3.90 ± 1.16
HD 47662 06 40 13.4 +10 26 29 −2.1± 0.8 −1.4± 0.8 UCAC4 −9.0± 2.3 4 2.12 ± 1.03
HD 47754 06 40 36.5 +10 23 31 −2.1± 0.5 −2.6± 0.6 UCAC4 −3.0± 2.2 4 1.98 ± 1.14
HIP 32141 06 42 43.6 +08 51 19 −3.1± 0.9 −0.9± 0.7 UCAC4 29.2 ± 1.2 5 1.97 ± 0.95
HIP 32245 06 43 54.0 +09 03 50 1.5 ± 0.7 −2.4± 0.6 UCAC4 −−− – 3.94 ± 0.95
Note.—The upper panel refers to the ‘classical’ cluster members identified by Walker (1956) and the lower panel refers to
other Hipparcos stars in the cluster field (see Section 3).
References. — (1) Ochsenbein (1980); (2) Kharchenko et al. (2007); (3) de Bruijne & Eilers (2012); (4) Fehrenbach et
al. (1992); (5) Gontcharov (2006).
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Table 6: Stars in NGC 2264 with known proper motion and radial velocity.
Star α δ µα cos δ µδ Ref. Vrad Ref.
(h:m:s) (◦ ′ ′′) (mas/yr) (mas/yr) (km/s)
Cl*NGC2264RMS1241 06 39 49.6 09 33 22 −5.0± 3.8 −5.6± 3.8 PPMXL 15.5± 1.5 1
Cl*NGC2264LBM677 06 39 56.4 09 43 32 −6.0± 3.8 −5.9± 3.8 PPMXL 33.8± 1.5 1
Cl*NGC2264LBM1207 06 40 01.4 09 31 06 −5.8± 3.8 −8.6± 3.8 PPMXL 18.3± 1.5 1
V*V594Mon 06 40 23.7 09 55 24 −8.2± 3.8 −11.4± 3.8 PPMXL 25.0± 1.5 1
V*NTMon 06 40 30.9 09 34 41 −4.1± 3.8 −10.4± 3.8 PPMXL 17.0± 1.5 1
HD261878 06 40 51.6 09 51 49 −0.8± 0.5 −3.2± 0.6 UCAC4 15.0± 10.0 2
Cl*NGC2264LBM5696 06 41 01.1 09 34 52 −20.6± 3.8 −5.7± 3.6 PPMXL 21.6± 1.5 1
HD261938 06 41 01.9 09 52 48 −7.5± 2.0 −12.9± 1.8 TYCHO2 16.0± 10.0 2
V*OQMon 06 41 06.9 09 29 24 −9.6± 3.8 −6.9± 3.8 PPMXL 18.6± 1.5 1
V*V817Mon 06 41 09.2 09 53 02 −7.5± 5.1 −6.6± 5.1 PPMXL 19.7± 1.5 1
Cl*NGC2264RMS3656 06 41 10.9 10 00 41 −4.4± 1.5 −5.6± 1.5 PPMXL 18.2± 1.5 1
V*V368Mon 06 41 18.4 09 39 41 −5.4± 3.8 −14.2± 3.8 PPMXL 21.4± 1.5 1
Cl*NGC2264FMS502 06 41 41.2 09 32 43 −4.2± 3.8 −6.9± 3.8 PPMXL 32.1± 1.5 1
Cl*NGC2264LBM8851 06 41 48.1 09 42 43 −7.1± 3.8 −3.9± 3.8 PPMXL 17.8± 1.5 1
Cl*NGC2264DS489 06 41 49.0 09 41 06 −21.0± 3.8 −6.7± 3.8 PPMXL 16.4± 1.5 1
Cl*NGC2264LBM9866 06 41 56.4 09 50 06 −30.0± 1.0 −10.5± 1.0 PPMXL 16.1± 1.5 1
Cl*NGC2264RMS5374 06 42 09.2 09 44 03 −9.8± 3.8 −3.9± 3.8 PPMXL 17.2± 1.5 1
Note.—We adopt an error of 1.5 km/s on the radial velocities given by Fu˝re´sz et al.(2006) (see Section 2.3 of their paper).
References. — (1) Fu˝re´sz et al. (2006); (2) Wilson (1953)
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